Alternative Dispute Resolution Panels

Must have 36 “qualifying hours” of conflict resolution training, conflict resolution proceeding experience and ADR related continuing education (combined). Experience Requirements Form will be emailed to you for certification.

Select your panels below

5 Practice area panels max – you may also select from the lawyer panels, but total of panels must not be more than 5. Matching / equivalent lawyer and ADR panels will counts as one. (Family Law lawyer and Family Law ADR = 1 panel)

I wish to handle: ☐ Mediation ☐ Arbitration

☐ GENERAL
☐ REAL PROPERTY & LAND USE
☐ INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY & TECHNOLOGY
☐ LANDLORD-TENANT
☐ PROBATE & WILLS
☐ CONSTRUCTION
☐ CIVIL RIGHTS
☐ EDUCATION
☐ ELDER CARE
☐ PERSONAL INJURY
☐ CREDITOR/DEBTOR
☐ NEIGHBOR-NEIGHBOR

FAMILY
☐ General
☐ Divorce
☐ Parenting plan

BUSINESS (all sub panels below are considered the same practice area...do not count individually)
☐ General Business
☐ Sales
☐ Start-ups

EMPLOYMENT (all sub panels below are considered the same practice area...do not count individually)
☐ general employment
☐ Workplace
☐ Organizational